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About Our Organization - The Little Dog Laughed AAT Spring lightens the mood with the Broadway comedy, The Little Dog Laughed by Douglas Carter Beane. This rollicking comedy follows the adventures of The Little Dog Laughed: Greetings Cards & Gifts The Little Dog Laughed at the Garrick Theatre, review - Telegraph The Little Dog Laughed - Portland Center Stage The Little Dog Laughed- The Den Theatre- The Little Dog Laughed follows the adventures of Mitchell Green, a movie star who could hit big if it weren't for one. Pia Camil Blum & Poe

And the little dog laughed. The Little Dog Laughed Animal-Assisted Therapy - Facebook Jan 21, 2010. It's true that The Little Dog Laughed was a big success on Broadway, but so inexplicably, was Xanadu. And I thought I knew just what to expect. The Little Dog Laughed - Island City Stage On the U.S. Bank Main Stage. By Douglas Carter Beane Directed by Chris Coleman - Scenic Designer: Dex Edwards Costume Designer: Jeff Cone Lighting Thea...